
Concrete Tub Installation and Care:

STARTING POINT:

- Uncrate your tub and inspect it for any damage.  If  you have any concerns please contact Magnus Home Products 
   toll free at: 833-482-6828.

- Adhere to your plumbing and building codes that provide regulations and a set of laws for inspection and installation.

- Seek a professional plumber if you are not familiar with the installation of plumbing and fixtures.

ROUGH-IN:

- Utilize the tub’s specification sheet found on the Magnus Home Products website page for pre-planning your layout and 
   rough-in information..   The specification sheet can vary +/- ½”.   

- If you are installing in a tight space we recommend having the tub on sight for rough-in measurements.

TEST:

- Fill tub with water and test the tub and drain for any leaks.

- Once the tub is level apply 100% neutral cure silicone around the perimeter of the tub.

- Allow the silicone to cure for 24 hours.

CLEANING:

Concrete’s non-porous surface naturally resists stains, scratches and discoloration. 

To maintain a concrete tub we recommend the following:

- Avoid Harsh Cleaners - Concrete is inherently porous, therefore high-quality concrete tubs are always sealed. 
  Some concrete tubs (such as ours) are sealed through a variety of processes.

-Opt for Natural Soaps or Cleaning Vinegar - for best results, we recommend that you use cleaning vinegar. 
Cleaning vinegar not only sterilizes your sink, but it also combats scale build-up. In addition to vinegar, 
you can also use a scrubbing brush or soft scourer. 

-Wax Your Sink for a Longlasting Finish - When it comes to concrete sink care, it's very important that you wax 
your sink regularly. Frequent waxing will protect the finishes and will keep your sink glowing and stain-free.
  
Magnus Offers Concrete Wax Here: https://www.magnushomeproducts.com/products/concrete-sink-maintenance-wax

Read More about Concrete Tub & Sink Care Here: 
https://www.magnushomeproducts.com/blogs/inspired-living/how-to-take-better-care-of-your-concrete-sink




